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INTRODUCTION

Nation-states are relatively recent, post-Enlightenment inventions. They
impose common administrative systems upon broad expanses of territory
inhabited by heterogeneous populations, which frequently have diverse ethnicities, histories, customs, and cultural values. As a result, nations are,
in Benedict Anderson's (1981) resonant phrase, "imagined communities."
National identities are forged through representational practices that are
historically and socially conditioned, dispersed, often incongruous, and
frequently tension laden.
Nation branding seeks to eliminate the messy inconsistencies and
cacophony of the multilayered social transactions involved in developing
national identities. Branders lighten the burdens of history by rationalizing, disciplining, and instrumentally channeling the processes of imagining or, more precisely, re-imagining national identity. Nation branding
consultants mobilize expertise in public relations, marketing, and design
in concerted attempts to enhance a nation's positioning within the global
economy. To this end, nation branders select, simplify, and promote those
traits of a country's culture, commerce, geography, and natural resources
that advance its instrumental agendas in the marketplace and international
relations. But branding does not just promote what is—the best of what a
country has to offer—it also includes aspirational elements that encompass
a nation's ambitions: a vision for an even brighter future. Insofar as possible, branders also de-emphasize, ignore, or censor information that does
not advance the brand.
The primary audiences (customers or consumers) targeted by nation
branders are international tourists, foreign investors, and potential trading
partners, as well as the citizens of the branded nation. Although branding
consultants prefer to describe citizens as "partners" in the branding process,
empirical evidence demonstrates that they are, at best, limited partners, as
well as primary targets of branding initiatives. Nation branders recognize
that messages to citizens must be strategic and motivational rather than
direct and transparent because, as one brander put it, "We have to sell it
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internally W e can't talk about branding in market terms—people don't
understand i t " (Mandmets, quoted in Collier, 2008). Internal messages
serve multiple purposes: (a) to minimize skepticism about and criticism of
the use of public funds for branding; (b) to mobilize public participation
and solidarity in branding-related activities such as festivals and pageants
and to encourage use of the branding design elements in various civic and
commercial contexts, and other brand-related activities; or, more directly
(c) to overtly propagandize the population in the interests of the political
and economic elites who commission branding initiatives (Collier, 2008;
Nimjean, 2005, 2006).
In most cases, nation branding is also designed to enhance a nation's profile with international organizations such as the EU, NATO, the UN, or the
WTO. In recent years, nation branding techniques have also played a role
in public diplomacy: a nation's attempts to influence public opinion in other
nations—that is, its propaganda efforts. One of the most widely publicized
public diplomacy efforts in recent years was the United States' failed "Shared
Values" campaign, undertaken in the wake of the 2001 terrorist attacks on
New York, Washington, D.C., and Pennsylvania, in an attempt to improve
public perceptions of the United States among Muslim populations around
the world (Jansen, 2005; Plaissance, 2005; U.S. Department of State, 2003).
Although destination and place branding have been profitable public
relations specialties for decades, nation branding per se is a recent development. The Irish Republic's "Young Europeans" campaign in the 1970s
and 1980s, which promoted Eire's young educated workforce to the EU
and the United States, and Spain's transformation of its image after the
death of Franco, provided the prototypes for nation branding (Fanning,
mci.; Gilmore, 2002; Olins, 1999). The "Cool Britannia" project (Leonard,
1997) of the early Blair years was the first nation branding campaign to
attract significant press coverage and controversy, with some critics describing the concept of nation branding as superficial and silly (Freely, 1998).
Nation branding advocates quickly came to the defense of their product.
Wally Olins's Trading Identities (1999), which argues that nation branding
is widely misunderstood and unfairly maligned in the press, was the first
major contribution to this effort as well as the most literate and persuasive apology for the practice. Others quickly followed, with Simon Anholt
(2003, 2007) establishing himself as the most prolific promoter and practitioner of nation branding and related products and services, including a
pro-branding academic journal, Place Branding and Public Diplomacy.

corporations during that decade. The abrupt end of the Cold War created
a global geopolitical identity crisis, forcing nations on both sides of the
historic divide to rethink their alliances and positioning in the world. The
master narrative of "globalization" was quickly instantiated in Western
policy circles. Within this new narrative, "market" was intended to replace
"war" as the foundational metaphor. Globalization encouraged devolution
of the nation-state, promoted privatization of public services, and sought to
integrate the world market by reducing trade barriers—reflecting the tenets
of what came to be known as "the Washington consensus" (Williamson,
1990). Under the new order, a nation's power and prestige would, at least
in theory, be a function of its performance in the marketplace rather than
on the battlefield (van Ham, 2001). Countries that possessed global superbrands like Coca-Cola, SONY, and Microsoft—the United States, Western Europe, and Japan—were favorably positioned to thrive under the new
regime, while other nations, especially smaller ones, faced the challenge of
leveraging the visibility of their identities and products.
As Olins (1999) put it, before long, countries and products were "trading
identities." Companies recognized that positive national identities attracted
investments, tourists, and demand for exports. Conversely, government
leaders, seeking to increase exports, began to promote the national brands
of their countries' private companies. The convergence of interests produced the public-private partnerships that make nation branding possible
and attractive to many governments and corporate leaders. In this context,
Olins, Anholt, and firms like Interbrand were well positioned to take the
process to the next level by "trading in identities"—that is, selling a nation
an image of itself that the nation could, in turn, resell to the world.
The break-up of the former Soviet Union in 1991 proved to be a par- •
ticularly attractive market for traders in identities. Nations that had literally disappeared behind the shadow of the USSR for almost a half-century,
as well as the new nations that emerged out of former Soviet territories,
faced unique challenges in their transition into the neoliberal global market
economy. Not only did they require radical reorganization of their political and economic infrastructures, they also needed to be introduced or
re-introduced to the world. To ensure the flow of international resources
required for social and economic transformation, these nations required
sustained international visibility; that is, national identities that could be
tailored to meet the demands of global markets.

ENTER BRAND ESTONIA
END OF THE COLD WAR AND INTEGRATION
OF GLOBAL MARKETS
Nation branding was fortuitously positioned in the 1990s to meet the ideological and pragmatic challenges confronting nation-states and transnational

Estonia was the first former Soviet state to undertake a comprehensive
branding initiative. It is also regarded as an exemplary case in the branding
literature (Dinnie, 2008; Gardner oc Standaert, 2003). Estonia's success—
the relatively rapid economic development of Western Estonia, especially
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the capital Tallinn—has, in effect, functioned as an advertisement for
nation branding in Central and Eastern Europe, even though nation branders, rather disingenuously, caution against drawing easy parallels.
The role nation branding actually played in Estonia's rapid integration
into the world market is open to question. The initial Estonian branding
initiative was actually a short-term undertaking within the much larger
economic development program of Enterprise Estonia (RE). Enterprise Estonia is a public, government-affiliated, nonprofit company that was established in 2000 to promote business and entrepreneurship, provide financial
advice, assistance, training, and research centers to grow new companies,
improve exports, and facilitate product development. Its supervisory board
is composed of leading entrepreneurs and top government officials. The
Estonian branding initiative built upon the momentum of EE's broader
transformative efforts; it represented the icing on the cake of post-Soviet
Estonian capitalism. Yet, there is no hard evidence that the branding effort
produced the "Baltic Tiger." Hard evidence is, generally, difficult to come
by in the nation branding business, although suggestion, implication, and
hype abound.2
Brand Estonia was developed by Interbrand, a subsidiary of global communication giant Omnicom, in partnership with Emor, an Estonian marketing firm. When directly queried, Interbrand executives describe their
achievements in modest terms (Lewis, 2002), but as the story gets retold
within the industry, the impression is cultivated that Brand Estonia produced Estonia's transformation rather than benefited from and amplified
it. The view from within EE is more circumspect. In a 2008 interview, EE's
brand manager, Leitti Mandmets, who, with Erki Peegel, EE's director of
public relations and marketing, helped oversee Brand Estonia said:
Estonia has done very well over the last seven years. Our economy is
good, our tourist sector was booming until last year and all of this
was thanks to the launch of Brand Estonia—of course that isn't true!
Probably we did play a part, but how big a part is really, really hard to
measure. (Quoted in Collier, 2008)
Estonia, like other former Soviet states, faced historic challenges in
transforming its economy, reclaiming its national identity, and establishing
a position within the global community. Estonia was, however, better prepared than most other former Soviet states for the transition. Smaller than
many European cities, with a population of just over 1.3 million people
(2008 estimate), Estonia was an independent country from 1918 until the
Soviet takeover in 1940. During the Soviet era, Estonia's oppressed intellectual elite and its vocal champions abroad actively sought to preserve its
identity, characterizing it as a "captive nation" with a Western orientation
and values. With a westward Baltic Sea coastline, Estonia's language, culture, and traditions do bear some close affinities to those of Scandinavia,
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especially Finland, its closest Western neighbor. Moreover, during the
Soviet era, Estonia had access to Finnish broadcasting; as a result, modern
Western values, democracy, capitalism, and consumerism were familiar to
ethnic Estonians in the urban west, who have been the primary beneficiaries of recent Estonian prosperity.
Although the Estonian peoples' struggles for freedom should not be
underestimated, theirs was a bloodless revolution, part of the four-year
long "Singing Revolution" (1987-1990), which also included Latvia and
Lithuania. As a result, after the revolution Estonians were in a position to
begin organizing recovery immediately. Estonia had another advantage—a
Soviet legacy that nation branders are not inclined to emphasize. In the
1950s, the Soviets set up scientific institutes in the Baltic countries and, by
chance, Estonia wound up with the Institute of Cybernetics, which gave it
a significant head start among former Soviet client states in developing its
computer industry—the pride of E-stonia (Landler, 2005). Finally, Estonia
is strategically positioned as the northern coastal gateway between Russia
and the West; this was a serious strategic liability during the Cold War, but
it became an economic asset after 1991. Today, Russia is a primary target
of EE's marketing initiatives (Priks, 2008).
Despite these advantages, Estonia also faced major challenges. During the Soviet occupation, a program to Russify Estonia was undertaken,
which included large-scale Russian immigration to Estonia, accompanied
by forceful deportation of ethnic Estonians, so that by 1989 ethnic Estonians comprised only 61.5% of the population, while the Russian population had risen to 30.3%. When Estonia regained independence in 1991,
the Russians went from being the politically dominant group to a minority without the rights of citizenship, creating a situation ripe for conflict.
Russians were confronted with three choices: return to Russia, become
naturalized citizens, or remain a stateless minority. By 2000, the Russian
population had declined to 25.5% as a result of migration and higher mortality rates among Russians (Leinsalu, Vagero 8c Kunst, 2004), although
most Russians who remained in Estonia were subsequently re-enfranchised
and rigid naturalization rules were relaxed.
Tensions remain, however, as was evident in May 2007 when a cyber
attack was launched against Estonia's paperless government in response to
the government's removal of a World War II–era statue of a Russian soldier
from a park in Tallinn. The targets of the attack were the Estonian president and parliament, most of the government ministries, political parties,
three of the country's top news organizations, two of the biggest banks,
and firms specializing in communications (Traynor, 2007). The Estonian
government accused the Kremlin of launching the cyber attacks, claiming
that the attacks originated in Russia and came from Russian government IP
addresses. A spokesman for the Estonian Defense Ministry compared the
attacks on his country to the September 11 terrorist attacks on the United
States. The Russian government denied involvement but refused to cooperate
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in an investigation of the attacks. While NATO officials described it as a
concerted attack, not the work of a few lone individuals, they stopped short
of attributing it to the Russian government (Traynor, 2007). Only one individual, an ethnic Russian Estonian student, was prosecuted for participating in the attacks ("Estonia Fines Man," 2008). Both Estonian and Russian
responses to the cyber attacks indicate that, despite current economic ties,
historical wounds have not healed and relations between the two nations
are still fragile.
Estonian separation from the Soviet Union was accompanied by a severe
economic crisis. Estonia immediately lost its primary market (92% o f its
trade had been with Russia), and state industries collapsed. In 1992, the
inflation rate was more than 1000%, GDP fell by 30%, and unemploy- •
ment (unknown in the Soviet period) approached 30% (Laar, 1996). With
support from the West, Estonia undertook radical political and economic
reforms under the leadership of its young prime minister, Mart Laar, who
served in this post from 1992 to 1994 and again from 1999 to 2002. Laar is
popularly known as "Margaret Thatcher's grandson" for his commitments
to what George Soros (1998) calls "market fundamentalism" (p. xxvii).
Laar (1996) describes his embrace of market fundamentalism as "shock
therapy" for socialism (p. 98).
Specifically, under Laar, Estonia ratified a new constitution and legal
system, which reduced the role o f the government in the economy. The
government fast-tracked privatization, introduced a stable currency that
was soon made the equivalent of the Deutschemark, eliminated price controls, sold off state properties, underwrote business loans in lieu of unemployment benefits, created employment retraining programs, especially in
information technologies, introduced a fiat tax, and eliminated tariffs. The
government also looked to the West for capital as well as political and military support, and launched a lobbying campaign for membership in the EU
and NATO.
Laar's shock therapy produced the intended neoliberal outcomes. Estonia's economy recovered more quickly than other post-Soviet economies
and continued to grow rapidly, moving from a negative GDP in 1994 to
a 10% growth rate in 2006 (Bank of Estonia, n.d.). Tallinn had the most
developed real estate market in the Baltics, with housing prices rising by
28%—the highest in Europe—in 2006, although Estonia has been hit especially hard by the global collapse of the real estate bubble.
Economic shock therapy is always painful (Klein, 2008). In Estonia, the
human costs were high, including the creation of wide gaps between the
winners and losers, the "haves" and "have-nots," as well as disenchantment
among broad segments of the population, especially in the rural interior of
the country and among older workers, trained for Soviet heavy industries,
who became cast-offs of the Estonian "miracle" (Sosin, 2007). Disillusionment with Laar and his economic reforms led to his defeat in the 1995
elections. He was, however, returned to a second term as prime minister
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during a fiscal crisis in 1999. He responded to that crisis by further cutting
welfare programs, business taxes, and trade barriers. Winner of the 2006
Cato Institute Milton Friedman Prize for Advancing Liberty, Laar claims
Friedman's Free to Choose, the bible of neoconservative market fundamentalism, provided the playbook for his reforms (Cato Institute, 2006).
Estonia's nation branding initiative took place well after Laar's economic
reforms were in place. In 2002 Estonia was scheduled to host the Eurovision
Song Contest, which meant that it would receive extensive international
media coverage that year. Seeking to amplify the effects of this attention,
Enterprise Estonia decided to launch a nation branding campaign and to
have a "branding book" ready before the song contest (Collier, 2008). As
Laar (2002) put it at the time, "We are no longer knocking on Europe's
doors but are going there singing" (p. 21).
The Eurovision Song Contest is a major trans-European media spectacle—a "festival of nations"—that rivals World Cup soccer and the Olympics in popularity and audience size (Aksamija, n.d., p. 3). Broadcast from
Iceland to Israel, it has been described as "one of the most watched events
on the planet" (Coleman, 2009). Symbolically, it was an ideal venue for
Estonia, a shining star of the "Singing Revolution," to launch its debut on
the world economic stage. Moreover, Estonia did not just host the 2002
song contest; to the surprise of audiences everywhere, it won it. The unexpected victory greatly amplified Estonia's international visibility; i t also
resonated closely with the branding message that framed Estonia as a small
but talented, competitive, and innovative nation.

THE BRAND: WELCOME TO ESTONIA, 2002
Estonian poet and cultural critic, Plan Kaplinski (2002), captured the
essence of Brand Estonia when he said, "World market is our gospel" (p.
21). That gospel was inscribed in the brand book, Welcome to Estonia,
which told the world Estonia had been transformed and was open for
business. Interbrand's challenge in 2001-2002 was to put Estonia on the
map for tourists and international investors; in Estonia's case, this was a
literal challenge because research indicated that foreigners did not know
where Estonia was located and frequently confused it with its neighbors.
With a budget o f 13.31 million Kroon (€850,000), Interbrand developed promotional materials, including the "Welcome to Estonia" logo;
a photographic style, color palette, and graphics; promotional materials,
including short video documentaries, a PowerPoint presentation, pamphlets, and a CD-Rom; as well as an outdoor display campaign and press
events (Petrone, 2003; "Welcome to Estonia," n.d.). Estonian national
airlines, airports, shipping docks, emerging tourist industry, and many
businesses adopted the Brand Estonia campaign (Emor Marketing, 2002;
Interbrand, md.).
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Figure 4.1 "Welcome to Estonia" logo, created by Interbrand for Enterprise Estonia.

A promotional video, Welcome to Estonia, produced for Enterprise Estonia in 2002 and still available on YouTube, conveys the essential themes of the
original vision, although it is not clear whether the video was produced as part
of the Interbrand campaign or as a separate initiative of EE.3 Three sets of messages are presented on screen in large type; these graphics fold over and repeat
against a backdrop of colorful photographs of the old (pre-Soviet) and the new
(post-Soviet) Estonia; the soundtrack consists of upbeat, feel-good music. The
video begins and ends with the message, "Estonia, Positively Transforming."
The "Welcome to Estonia" logo also bookends each of the three sets of messages. The first set of messages targets tourists with the slogans, "Nordic With
a Twist," "Ecological Haven," and "Structured for Tourism." The second
set—"Quality and Reliability" and "Flexibility and Personal Approach"—as
well as the third—"No Establishment," "Innovative Solutions," "Adaptable
Self-Starter," "Competitively Growing," "E-government," and "Europe's Freest Market"—are aimed at international investors and the EU. The old and
new are conveyed with images of medieval and 21st-century buildings, people
in folk costumes and business suits, computers, young blond women, coastal
scenery, modern hotels, upscale restaurants and nightclubs, more computers,
and many attractive young people. Young, dynamic, competent, and businessfriendly is the salient message; images, texts, and subtexts combine to convey
to investors in the highly regulated economies of Western Europe that Estonia
is a capitalist haven where they can escape business regulation, strong labor
unions, and high taxes!'
What was initially left unsaid by Interbrand's and Enterprise Estonia's
campaign materials, and was actively censored by the government, is that
unleashing the "Baltic Tiger" seriously exacerbated social problems in Estonia. Social scientists were chastised in 2002 by Prime Minister Sum Kailas
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and former Prime Minister Laar for proposing a research project on the
"Two Estonias" ("Estonian Politicians Rebuke," 2002). Specifically, Kailas and Laar referred to the 2001 Estonian Human Development Report,
which pointed out that "it is not possible for the integration propaganda to
bridge the chasm of segregation of Russian and Estonian communities which
had only deepened through the decades" (Aarelaid, 2001, p. 87). The report
indicated that the transformation "divided the nation into winners and losers: those whose yearly income is measured in millions and those who have
lost hope of ever getting out of unemployment and poverty" (p. 88).
By 2006 Mati Heidmets, editor of that year's Estonian Human Development Report, identified weaknesses in the Estonian system that could
no longer be silenced because Estonia's admission to the EU in 2004 made
it subject to international reporting and accountability. The 2006 report,
as well as the EU's own assessment, indicated that Estonia has the lowest
life expectancy for men in the EU-65.8 years, which is 10 years younger
than men in Italy, for instance. It has the highest HIV/AIDS rate in the
EU-1.3% of the population, as compared to 0.1% in Germany. It also has
the widest wage gap in the EU and allots only half of the EU average for
social expenditures (Bender, 2007). In a realistic assessment of the country's current situation and future prospects, Heidmets contends Estonia
"must understand that it is not only a business machine" (quoted in Bender,
2007). The 2006 Estonian Human Development Report concludes, "Estonia has reached the stage in its development where fast growth can no longer occur at the expense of social development—progress in these areas
must occur simultaneously" (Bender, 2007).
There is some evidence that once Estonia's accession to the EU and NATO
seemed assured, the country's political elites became more sensitive to internal pleas for social justice. Marju Lauristin (2003) contends that Estonia
faced the possibility of a "legitimation crisis" (in Habermas's sense of the
term) as a result of its social contradictions, and speculates that "this could
be a main reason for the discursive change in public communication on
social issues" (p. 11; see also Habermas, 1975). It is, however, expected that
it will take Estonia 15 to 20 years to fully implement EU standards of social
policy. This projection predates the worldwide recession, which has hit Estonia's high risk economy much harder than other EU nations: Estonia's GDP
declined 15.1% between June 2008 and June 2009 (Statistics Estonia, n.d.).
Although the economy grew by 2.6% in the fourth quarter of 2009, the
Bank of Estonia forecast an overall decline of 14.2% for 2009 and warned
that "the effects of the economic crisis have not yet passed" (Tere, 2010).

BRAND E-STONIA, THE NEXT STAGES: ESTAT@2018
Responding to the recession, Estonian President Toomas Hendrik lives
says, "Estonia must take time for serious reflection" (Valner 8c Pitk, 2008).
He further contends, "All ideas for creating a more favorable climate for
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business are welcome, presuming, of course, that they do not involve loss
of revenue for the state, at least not in a longer perspective" (Valner 8c Pitk,
2008). Part of EE's effort to reenergize Estonia's "business machine" is
to renew the branding initiative. According to brand manager Mandmets,
"There has been no grand strategy behind i t [Brand Estonia] for the last
six years" beyond using the branding book to attract tourists and investments (quoted in Collier, 2008). She believes that "now is the time to renew
these stories because over the years lots of things have changed" and these
changes "should add value" (in Collier, 2008). Mandmets offers a preview
of what the update of Brand Estonia will look like:
We are working on this right now. One key point is always innovation:
e-government, e-tax system, Skype, cyberwars, e-banking—that's one
side. Nature on the other side. We have working groups considering these
stories in tourism, business and education. (Quoted in Collier, 2008)
Erik Peegel, director of marketing and public relations for Enterprise Estonia, adds that education "is one new aspect of renewing Brand Estonia"
(quoted in Collier, 2008). The current initiative will emphasize activities in
education and science; Peegel points out that most nation brands are now
focusing more attention on education. Brand Estonia's latest incarnation is
also refining and more precisely targeting its communications to specific
countries as well as positioning itself to take advantage of any unexpected
opportunities that may arise. Enterprise Estonia has been especially effective in capitalizing on serendipitous developments.
A few examples illustrate Enterprise Estonia's agile opportunism. Barum, a famous Japanese Sumo wrestler, was born in Estonia (his Estonian
name is Kaido Hoovelson), Enterprise Estonia forged an arrangement with
Baruto, whereby he acts as a goodwill ambassador for Estonia in Japan
(Collier, 2008).
Estonia's e-government had the dubious distinction of being the first
confirmed victim of cyber warfare (Landler 8c Markoff, 2007), but Estonia
turned adversity into opportunity. Although the crisis actually exposed the
vulnerability of Estonia's vaunted e-government, Estonia managed to leverage the accompanying global publicity, and its strategic geographic positioning as the gateway to Russia, to its apparent advantage. In 2008 NATO
established a Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence in Tallinn
("NATO Opens New Centre," 2008) and Estonians are now developing
and promoting their expertise in cyber security.
Skype was created b y Estonian software developers for a company
founded by a Swede and a Dane, and subsequently sold to eBay in 2005,
which resold it to a group of international investors in 2009. Yet, Enterprise
Estonia continues to successfully leverage the Estonian connection, so much
so that an article in the New York Times asked, "What is it about Estonians
that makes them the Baltic's answer to Bill Gates?" (Landler, 2005).
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As part of its renewal efforts, in 2008 Enterprise Estonia launched a
major new initiative in anticipation of the country's 100th anniversary—
the Development Fund's 2008 Foresight Project, which has working groups
in three sectors: Industry Engines 2018 (manufacturing), EST IT@2018
(information technologies), and Service Economy 2018. According to the
Estonian Development Fund's website, "The Estonian Growth Vision 2018
seeks an answer to the question: what will bring us wealth and prosperity
at the time when the Republic of Estonia is celebrating its 100th anniversary?" ("Growth Vision 2018," md.). The site indicates that the project is
ongoing and explicitly states that it is committed to avoiding answers that
are "superficial and slogan-like." To date, no concrete plans are posted for
the manufacturing group; but EST_IT@2018 and Service Economy 2018
have outlined areas for development. EST IT@2018 has identified six areas
for growth in the development of information technologies: financial services, ICT security systems, education, manufacturing, energy supply and
efficiency, and health care. Service Economy 2018 recommends focusing
on knowledge-based services, which they perceive as the most profitable
businesses in the service economy, including telecommunication services,
financial mediation, consulting services, exportable health care and education services, transportation and logistics, and creative industries.
Enterprise Estonia and the Estonian Tourist Board are also revitalizing
their branding efforts; their 2008-2010 goals included building a positive
image of Estonia abroad, creating positions of strength in more markets,
spreading business beyond Tallinn, growing the tourist business i n the
off season, and increasing the length of tourist visits (Priks, 2008).5 The
plan calls for using the following channels to attract tourists: campaigns,
booklets and other informational materials, press trips to Estonia, regular
newsletters, information seminars and study tours for travel agencies, as
well as study tours to Estonia for journalists. The 2002 slogans, "Nordic
With a Twist" and "Ecological Haven" are retained, but their associated
stories are being more fully developed, and the following slogans are added:
"There Is More to Estonia than Tallinn," "Appropriate for a Tourist Country," and "Unconventionally Chic" (Priks, 2008, slide 15).
Estonian tourist revenue for 2007 was €1.05 billion; however, despite
its aggressive promotion, Estonia does poorly in international rankings
of tourist destinations: it ranks 47 out of 50 countries (Tubalkain-Trell,
2009). The low ranking is attributed to continued lack of international
visibility. Estonia will have another opportunity to enhance its international profile, at least among Europeans, i n 2011 when Tallinn, along
with Tartu, Finland, is scheduled to serve as the EU's European Capital of
Culture. Embracing the slogan, "Tallinn: Everlasting Fairytale," Estonian
organizers, who plan to spend E7 million on the project, complain that
the "EU is a bit stingy d o n a t i n g a mere 1.5 million Euros" (Kloss,
2007, p. 2).6 Considering that Brand Estonia 2002 was commissioned for
less than El million, "Tallinn 2011" is an ambitious undertaking indeed,
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especially in the wake of the global recession and Estonia's, as yet, unrealized social policy objectives.
As part of its renewal effort, Estonia has greatly expanded its presence
on the web as well as the sophistication of that presence. While there are
multiple user-friendly sites promoting tourism, investment, and living conditions in Estonia, the official website (Estonia.eu), which uses the slogan
"Official Gateway to Estonia," is the premier portal. It is a virtual encyclopedia of Estonian government, culture, commerce, trade, education, history, science, and information technology, with hundreds of informational
links that would fill a bookshelf if translated into the retro-world of paper.
The multimedia interactive site prominently features a podcast by President Toomas Hendrik lives welcoming visitors to Estonia and encouraging
them to follow him on Eacebook. It includes news feeds, videos, a video
contest, a contest to win a free trip to Estonia, links for citizens to conduct
the transactions of everyday life with their e-government, and an introduction to learning Estonian. The site also offers assurances that, in addition
to Estonian, English is a primary language and German and Russian are
well represented among the languages of the people of Estonia. In short,
Estonia.eu is, as EST_IT@2018 promises, both an innovative and creative
representation of E-stonia.
THE MY ESTONIA INITIATIVE
An interesting populist or quasi-populist variation on developing national
identity took place in Estonia on May Day 2009. The organizers of My
Estonia claim it was an independently developed civil society initiative
staffed by unpaid volunteers ("Frequently Asked Questions," n.d.).7 The
project did receive funding from a number of public and private organizations, including the government, although these appear to have been
small grants.
The My Estonia project recruited more than 100,000 Estonians to
take part in a day-long, nationwide brainstorming session to consider
how to build a better Estonia. Instead of waiting for the government
to solve problems, the organizers see their mission as creating innovative venues, think tanks, "brainstorming bees," and online discussions,
exploring answers to such questions as, "How do we deal with unemployment?" and "How can we tackle stress levels?" Intended to be an
ongoing project, not just a one-day extravaganza, My Estonia organizers claim that they plan to put the best ideas into practice. It is, as yet,
unclear whether My Estonia is a genuinely populist effort to reclaim the
power to name, claim, and shape Estonia's future, as its organizers contend, or, as cynics might assume, whether it is an orchestrated ideological distraction designed to placate a populace in the throes of a severe
economic contraction. The discursive frame is nonetheless much broader
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and far more open to pluralistic messages and interventions than Brand
Estonia 2002's reductive "gospel of the market."
CONCLUSION
The methodologies of nation branding are antithetical to the assumptions
and communication practices of genuinely democratic civil society initiatives. Commercial ambition is the raison d'être of place branding. Nation
branding transforms civic space into real estate, that is, into "calculative
space" (Cronin, IA.) that is constituted by marketing data and instrumental decision making rather than conceived in terms of social relations and
democratic governance. Sociologist Anne Cronin maintains that, by constantly reiterating the commercial nature of public space, calculative space
can produce a "new type of reality" and cultivate new orientations to that
reality (n.d., p. 18). That is, it can be culturally transformative because
public space is not just privatized and the rules governing its use altered, it
is also commodified and liquefied, that is, turned into capital.
The new reality, created by place branding, instantiates the reductive
logic of market fundamentalism. Ironically, in the interests of global capitalism, it valorizes a form of economic determinism that comes closer to
realizing the conditions that inspired Karl Marx's critique of 19th-century
capitalism and his apology for socialism than the forms of capitalism that
prevailed in his own time. Critics of Marx, even critics like Mak' Weber,
Georg Lukacs, and members of the Frankfurt School, who were deeply
influenced by his work, contend that Marx's economism—his premature
version of "market fundamentalism"—overstates the case. The bete noire
of Marx's theory of dialectical materialism was, of course, Adam Smith's
Wealth of Nations (1776). Unlike 20th-century market fundamentalists
and shock therapists like Friedman and Laar, Smith never entertained the
illusion that markets could produce justice, truth, social well-being, or
morality.' His theory of economics was a sequel to his Theory of Moral
Sentiments (1859). Marx's reductive diagnosis more accurately describes
current neoliberal theories and practices of market fundamentalism than
the philosophical views and conditions prevalent in 19th-century Europe.
According to Marx's theory of historical materialism then, Brand Estonia
is now well positioned to begin the march toward socialism. Irony aside,
even Estonian leaders now seem to acknowledge that the shock therapy
economy is not sustainable.
Elsewhere (Jansen, 2008), I have argued that nation branding is problematic for a number of reasons, quite apart from whether it works or not—
that is, whether or not it increases tourism, foreign investments, and demand
for exports. First, despite the fact that citizens/consumers are consulted by
being subjected to marketing studies, the methodology of nation branding,
qua methodology, is not democratic. It is, to use Umberto Eco's (1995, p. 12)
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term, "ur-fascist," not liberal or even neoliberal. Nation branding is a
monologic, hierarchical, reductive form of communication that is intended
to (a) privilege one message; (b) require, insofar as possible, that all voices of
authority speak in unison; and (c) silence or marginalize dissenting voices.
It is telling, in this regard, that in the East West Communications Global
Index 200, which monitors favorable coverage of nations in international
media, Singapore, with its rigid media censorship and authoritative government, ranks as the number one global nation brand (Frost, 2008).
Whereas nation branding messages are, by design, hyper-visible, the
decision making involved in arriving at them and the multiple agendas
incorporated within them are neither legible nor visible (Sennett, 1980).
Or, as Wally Olins put it more succinctly, "branding is propaganda
what it boils down to is manipulation and seduction. That's the business
we're in. That's the business of life" (quoted in Cook, 2007, p. 2).
According to Richard Sennett (1980), however, legitimately constituted
democratic authority requires transparency: Rules governing democratic
processes and decision making must be legible—clear, unambiguous,
amenable t o renegotiation by citizens—and visible—open to public
inspection and debate. Propaganda—the business Olins is in—fails the
test on both counts.9
Second, if brand development fails to meet democratic standards of legibility and visibility, brand management is overtly totalitarian. It requires
strict control. Anholt (2003) is very forthright on this point. He advocates
tight, hierarchal control over the brand, "making sure that every single
message that comes out of a country p l a y s unerringly on the same
basic themes" (p. 135). He draws an analogy to the "despotic management styles" involved in corporate branding and warns that unless nations
can develop "the same single-minded sense of purpose and control," their
branding efforts are "doomed to fail" (p. 135). Fortunately for those who
still believe in free speech, branders have far less control over people and
places than they do over products. A quick search of the Internet and YouTube does bring up images of Estonia as "Nordic With a Twist" and "Ecological Haven" and references to Estonian links to Skype, but it also yields
advertisements, for Estonian girls, many references to "boring" Estonia,
and a vast array of other messages that run counter to and, in some cases,
deliberately invert the themes of Brand Estonia.
Third, once market fundamentalism establishes itself as the ruling cosmology and globalization becomes the controlling metaphor of geopolitics,
nations like Estonia are pressured to participate. Branders tell them that
they will face futures of economic and political marginality and cultural
invisibility if they don't brand their national identities. As Olins (1999)
put it, "Once it [nation branding] takes off it will become unstoppable"
(p. 23). And nation branding has taken off; in late 2006, The Economist
reported that Anholt claimed "a country a week" was seeking his services
("Nation Branding: A New Sort of Beauty Contest," 2006). Anholt accepts
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and celebrates the inevitability of a world in which brands rule; he maintains that brands will "gradually become the dominant channel of communication for national identity" (2003, p. 139) and characterizes this as "an
immutable law of global capitalism" (p. 145).
To be sure, branders exaggerate their powers and the powers of their
product: Olins (2004) readily acknowledges this, albeit with a sly wink,
in his criticisms of Naomi Klein, author of No Logo (1999), whom he dismisses as a naive outsider who has been seduced by the branding industry's
hype (Olins, 2001). Anholt (2007) posits a similar claim when he warns
that nation branding can potentially be "dangerous" because public relations firms tend to oversell and overcharge for their services. Such candor
notwithstanding, the promotional hype, totalizing logic, and fear tactics
of nation branders have successfully pressured nations of the former Soviet
Union—who did not want to be left behind—to succumb to Anholt's
immutable law.
Fourth, whether it is effective in achieving its publicly stated objectives
or not, nation branding is a successful mechanism for transferring public
funds and authority into private hands. It thereby contributes to advancing
and naturalizing market fundamentalism. The illusions of community and
solidarity that nation branding cultivates, by crafting images of a shared
heroic history and common cultural icons, tend to function ideologically to
position nation branding as a pro-social force, which enhances the public
sphere. More often than not, however, its agenda is to deplete (privatize)
and supersede the public sphere. The apparent triviality of many branding
activities, colors, logos, and slogans—even the fact that they may appear
to be a waste of money—may actually enhance nation branding's effectiveness as an agent of neoliberalism because potential critics may regard
nation branding as too inane to warrant serious and sustained scrutiny.
Fifth, nation branders traffic in stereotypes. They trivialize public discourse, reduce history and culture to a few sound bites, and thereby foster
anti-intellectualism. Moreover, they claim that their services are needed
to distinguish nations from one another as the world becomes increasingly homogenized; yet, the proliferation of nation branding services, with
their formulaic repertoire of logos, colors, slogans, and promotions, actually accelerates the homogenizing processes of neoliberalism by encouraging nations to conceive of their identities in reductive market terms. In
short, nation branders are marketing fool's gold: The shiny surface conceals the deeper erosion of cultural distinction that nation branding sets
into motion.
Enterprise Estonia wisely purchased just enough fool's gold to add some
glitter to its own considerable transformative efforts in 2001-2002. Estonia
2018 seems to be seeking a more substantive vision for a sustainable Estonian
economy and society than the superficial slogans, colors, and stories nation
branding confects. Stripped of the theoretical pretensions its promoters spin
so effectively, nation branding is only a specialized form of public relations
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and advertising. I f a nation has undergone significant political o r economic
transformations, it may make good sense to showcase its accomplishments to
international audiences. This does not, however, mean that it has to fabricate
a new national identity, reduce civil space to calculative space, embrace the
gospel of the market, or dumb down its public discourse.

NOTES
1. This chapter builds upon and considerably expands on my earlier research
reported in "Designer Nations: Neo-liberal Nation Branding—Brand Estonia" (Jansen, 2008). That article used Estonia's 2001 branding initiative as
a case study within a much broader theoretical analysis of nation branding
practices throughout the world.
2. There are methodologies that measure global nation brands i n terms o f
public perceptions of nations: Anholt's Nation Branding Index, launched in
2005, and, more recently, the East West Global Index 200, which measures
how nations are perceived/covered in international media. As these indexes
accumulate data and reliability over time, at least in theory, it may be possible in the future to measure the effects of nation branding campaigns.
3. The video can be viewed at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F7VszESIDX8.
Many other promotional videos can be found on the Estonia,eu website.
4. Data from 2008 indicate that less than 10% of the eligible workforce in Estonia is unionized—the lowest in the EU ("Trade union membership 2003–
2008," md.).
S. EIM Priks is a destination marketing consultant for Enterprise Estonia and the
Estonian Tourist Board. She is also the consultant for Latvia and Lithuania.
6. "Tallinn 2011" is, of course' inconsistent with the Estonian Tourist Board's
effort to get visitors to think beyond Tallinn.
7 The My Estonia group is an outgrowth of an earlier initiative—"Let's do
it!"—which brought together 50,000 volunteers to clean up litter in Estonian
forests and countryside ("How It All Started," n.d.).
8. In fact, Smith's moral theory is an important constituent of economist Amartya Sen's (2009) influential theory of justice (see also Sen, 2010).
9. The lack of legible and visible authority is evident in Olins' admission that
some of the work he has done for countries has been "very confidential"
because "it's an issue a lot of countries find very sensitive and don't like talking about, because they feel people may think it's a waste of public money"
(Olins, nd., p. 1). Similarly, as we have seen, Mandmets acknowledged that
in Estonia, the branding initiative has to be presented in other terms internally because "we can't talk about branding in marketing terms—people
don't understand it" (quoted in Collier, 2008). Although Mandmets is surely
right that many people may not understand the specifics of the protocols of
marketing methodologies, nation branding itself is a fairly simple idea that
an "educated" and "innovative" population can surely grasp and assess.
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5 W h o Can Play This Game?
The Rise of Nation Branding in
Bulgaria, 2001-2005
Nadia Kaneva

INTRODUCTION
In the spring of 2005, I was returning to Bulgaria for extended fieldwork on
the country's nation branding activities. Although I had been researching the
topic remotely for over a year, there were moments when I was still not sure
that nation branding was, in fact, a substantive phenomenon. Was there a clear
set of ideas and practices that constituted nation branding? Or was this just a
lot of hype? My uncertainty was somewhat abated almost immediately upon
arrival. After landing at Sofia Airport, the first thing! saw from a friend's car,
as we drove away, was a giant billboard with the official Bulgarian national
logo that had been recently approved by the Council for European Integration. The billboard seemed a bit odd; it simply displayed the large logo—an
abstractly painted smudge in orange and yellow, intended to resemble a rose,
and the word "Bulgaria" written in green under it—against a white background. There was no slogan because, as I would find out later, none had been
agreed upon. Although the purpose of this billboard was unclear to me, something made its existence on the side of the highway possible and meaningful.
That something was exactly what I had come to investigate.
This chapter sets out to describe the emergence of a Bulgarian field of
nation branding between 2001 and 2005. My approach follows Bourdieu's
field theory' and conceptualizes nation branding as a field of social practices
and discourses in which institutional and individual actors are jockeying for
position and struggling over desired resources. In this context, the account
in this chapter has three main goals. First, it maps out the institutional and
political-economic landscape of the Bulgarian field of nation branding. Second, it provides detailed descriptions of two paradigmatic branding projects—Branding Bulgaria and Promotion Bulgaria—that were instrumental
in establishing a local discourse of nation branding. Third, it discusses the
implicit rules for participation in the field, as they emerge from ethnographic
observations and interviews with field actors, and outlines three main themes
userrtb legitimate-the-field's existence. Ultimately, my aim is to unmask the
- strategic motivations of actors for establishing a Bulgarian field of nation
branding and for participating in it.

